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Temple Emanuel of South Hills
By Abby Mendelson
“The very first words that God
speaks at the beginning of the
Torah are ‘Let there be light,’”
architect Daniel Rothschild of
Rothschild Doyno Collaborative
says, then gestures at the new
sanctuary, a revolutionary round
prayer space at Temple Emanuel
of South Hills, where the morning
sun sends rainbows across the
ceiling (themselves symbols of
God’s covenant with mankind
after the Flood), while the setting
sun lights the opposite wall on fire.
On the floor, a crescent pattern
mirrors the moon – a classic
Jewish symbol of time passing, of
mutability, of renewal.
A
contemporary
master,
Rothschild is quietly reshaping
the
landscape
of
Jewish
Pittsburgh.
From
Oakland’s
Jewish University Center (where
the Biblical pillar of fire and
hovering cloud greet students
on Forbes Avenue), to Squirrel
Hill’s Shaare Torah Congregation
(where his reconfiguration of the
half-century-old sanctuary added
depth and dignity to a traditional
sacred
space),
to
Temple
Emanuel of South Hills, and many
more, his imaginative union of art
and architecture draws not only
on strictly Jewish sources, but
perhaps more strictly, does not
draw upon Christian sources of
art, architecture, and inspiration
– as virtually every American
Jewish house of worship has for
more than two centuries.
In his newer, more indigenous

paradigm, Rothschild uses glass,
but not representational stained
glass, to which some object
as Biblically forbidden graven
images. Instead, as part of one
wall he designed seven windows
representing the days of Creation,
each with its own symbol for
light, growing things, man, the
Sabbath, and so on. Over the ark
that contains the traditional Torah
scrolls, as he did in Oakland
Rothschild fashioned a bronze
cover to recall the pillar of fire,
and a curtain for the cloud, that
led the Jewish people through the
desert in Exodus. With the room
surrounded outdoors by 12 pillars,
ranging from four feet to 40 feet
high, representing the Jewish
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people’s 12 Tribes, the curves of
the walls themselves suggest the
Torah scrolls.
“He’s in the tradition of the
Biblical architects Betzalel and
Oholiav, who constructed the
mishkan, the traveling tabernacle,”
Temple Emanuel’s Rabbi Mark
Mahler says. “He’s making God’s
tent.”
Into this rich tradition of
evocative but non-representation
art, Rothschild added his own
architectural finesse, including
forming his Beit HaT’filah (house
of prayer, or sanctuary) of
opposing curvilinear walls. While
the eastern wall, a simple arc
radiating from a central point,
represents the singularity of God,
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the western wall, a compound
curve consisting of several arcs,
represents the diversity of the
community. For true prayer,
Judaism says, we need both.
Outside the Beit HaT’filah, the
site walls slope downward and curl
inward, like two arms, hearkening
back to God’s outstretched arm
which took the Jewish people out
of Egypt.
Still outdoors, the brick site
walls in the courtyard begin
narrow but grow increasingly
taller and wider, until they become
a broad sweeping plane pointing
to the sky – representing the
spiritual progress of man. For
the specifically Jewish element,
Rothschild
embedded
613
colored pebbles in the bricks,
each piece of glass representing
one of the Torah’s 613 mitzvot
(commandments).
As Rothschild envisions it, as
members of Temple Emanuel
walk through the courtyard, the
fountain here symbolizing man’s
covenant with man, the 12 Tribes’
concrete pillars there symbolizing
man’s covenant with God, they will
be sufficiently inspired to prepare
themselves for prayer.
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